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personal view on open questions in personal view on open questions in 
POPO

�� Vertical mixing: role of unbalanced Vertical mixing: role of unbalanced 
motions.motions.

�� Vertical mixing and impact on biologyVertical mixing and impact on biology
�� Oceanic energy budgetOceanic energy budget



Traditional view: Traditional view: 
geostrophic (balanced) flowgeostrophic (balanced) flow



How does the vertical velocity field 
associated with a vortex look like?

Daily averaged Vertical velocity field
Vertical Section            horizontal section at 78m and at 350m  (m/day)

Vorticity Field, �/f

Koszalka, Bracco, McWilliams, Provenzale JGR 2009



Looks even more complicated if we do not Looks even more complicated if we do not 
average over 1 dayaverage over 1 day……

again 78 and 350m, in m/day
Vortex Rossby waves near-inertial waves



standard deviation
vertical velocity field frequency spectra

inertial waves

VRWs



what about realistic configurations?what about realistic configurations?
(see also (see also ZhaiZhai et al., 2007)et al., 2007)

The eddies need to The eddies need to ““ringring””, i.e. the , i.e. the 
frequency of the Vortex Rossby waves and frequency of the Vortex Rossby waves and 
of the nearof the near--inertial oscillations have to inertial oscillations have to 
excited (Klein et al., 2004)excited (Klein et al., 2004)

High frequency winds may do the jobHigh frequency winds may do the job



The South China Sea The South China Sea 
Cardona and Cardona and BraccoBracco (in (in preparprepar.).)

complicated bathymetry



3 sets of runs:3 sets of runs:

�� monthly NCEPmonthly NCEP--NCAR winds (NCAR winds (QuickScatQuickScat
blended)blended)

�� daily NCEPdaily NCEP--NCAR winds (NCAR winds (QuickScatQuickScat
blended)blended)

�� 66--hours NCEPhours NCEP--NCAR winds (NCAR winds (QuickScatQuickScat
blended)blended)



complex mesoscale activity 

SST / SSS + surface hor. 
velocity on July 16, 2000
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seasonal cycle in SST and SSS



Monthly, daily or hourly winds?Monthly, daily or hourly winds?
Does it make a difference?Does it make a difference?

�� Vorticity distribution at the surfaceVorticity distribution at the surface…… nono
�� Surface EKESurface EKE…… a bit, but not mucha bit, but not much



but the vertical velocitiesbut the vertical velocities……

Monthly

Daily

m/s



m/s





Quantifying differences in vertical velocities

monthly
daily
6-hours
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Difference in Temp Difference in Temp dailydaily--monthly monthly 
Jan 2004Jan 2004



Komori et al., 2008



conclusionsconclusions

�� NIOs and NIOs and VRWsVRWs associated with mesoscale associated with mesoscale 
vortices represent an important mechanism to vortices represent an important mechanism to 
mix the ocean. We need to quantify their mix the ocean. We need to quantify their 
contribution. Implications for biology!contribution. Implications for biology!

�� Measurements!!! We need them pretty Measurements!!! We need them pretty 
desperately at this pointdesperately at this point

�� High frequency winds are indispensable for High frequency winds are indispensable for 
ocean models. Likely needed every 3 hoursocean models. Likely needed every 3 hours


